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Abstract
The wireless network develop is support mobility within
the Internet at presently. The mobile Internet use Mobile IP technologies in the wireless Internet. This paper
is concerned with the security aspect of the registration
protocol in Mobile IP. In this paper we publish a new
method use the secure-key combine minimal public-key
besides produce the communication session key in mobile node registration protocol. The all communication
message are encrypt in our propose method. An easy
and fast authentication method for establishing a mobile
node’s identity that can also prevent replay, TCP spicing
and guessing attack is proposed.
Keywords: Authentication, mobile IP, registration, security

1

Introduction

Mobile voice communications have become very popular
in recent years and the focal point of industry attention
from the first cellular phone system to the current wireless LAN [8, 9]. The speed of wireless communications
has continually increased. More service providers are delivering wireless services to the public. For example, the
traditional computer connection to a network involves a
system of hard wire connections to the network equipment. Today, computers can be connected to network
equipment with a wireless interface, eliminating the need
for a hardwire network system. The wireless interface
and wireless equipment are becoming the technology of
the future [5, 12, 29].
Mobile communications have already developed up to
now. Traditional mobile communications are just the
part of the cellular phone system (GSM). Because of new
technological developments and cellular phone techniques
(i.e., GPRS, WCDMA, etc.) for wireless communications
have become available (i.e., PDA). There are numerous
articles that discuss cellular phone and wireless network

advances [18, 19]. Some savants have proposed an Internet infrastructure for cellular CDMA networks using
Mobile IP in Figure 1 [27].
Mobile communications deliver all messages using radio waves. Therefore anyone can easily receive and intercept these messages. For this reason, communications security is extraordinarily important services. In generally,
these communication services must satisfy the following
security requirements [31]:
• Confidentiality: The confidentiality is to insure that
all transmitted data over a public network could not
be eavesdropped by an illegal user.
• Integrity: The equipment integrity to insure that the
all data formats for senders and receivers are compatible.
• Authentication: Prior to data delivery, both parties
must be able to authenticate one another’s identity.
• Non-repudiation: Prevents receivers of data services
from denying receiving such services or the service
provider from denying service to authorized users.
The current Internet Protocol does not support mobile
service. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has
been authorized to develop an Internet Standard ”Mobile
IP” designed to support node mobility within the Internet
[24]. There are certain specifications identified by the
Request For Comments (RFC) document [1, 2, 3, 22, 23].
The different between Mobile IP and IP protocol is its
operating on a subnet. The Mobile IP protocol permits
Mobile Node (MN) move to other subnets and still correspond with other nodes. All Mobile Nodes (MN) have a
home address in their Home Network. The MN obtains
a temp address (Care-of-Address, COA) when a mobile
node is in another network (Foreign Network). The home
agent employs COA to identify the MN site. When a corresponding node sends data to the MN, the MN’s home
agent will get the data and forward it to the MN [24].
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Figure 1: Mobile environment architecture

In a simplification of the Mobile IP protocol, the MN
leaves its home network to go into a foreign network.
The MN obtains a COA through a foreign agent, and
via the foreign agent, notifies the home agent to update
the home address with the COA. The home agent transmits packages outside the communication node to the
MN’s foreign agent. The foreign agent then passes these
packages to the MN. There are some articles that discus the tunnel protocol used in this process [7, 21, 28].
In this study, we discuss Mobile IP security and focus
on user authentication and deliver secure communications
[11, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20, 27]. The safety of cellular phones
has been discussed [4, 6, 15, 17]. Cellular phone systems
are different from the Mobile IP system, in that the cellular phone system security function cannot completely
imitate mobile IP.
User authentication in any communications system is
very important. Providing communications security in
Mobile IP service is no exception. When a mobile node
gives correspond with another node, the package data will
travel through the Internet [10, 19, 26, 27]. To prevent
the communication contents of this package from being
intercepted, tampered with, counterfeited or destroyed
over the Internet, transmitted data must be encrypted
[25, 30, 31, 32].

1.1

Objectives

• to discuss practical and secure points of the existing
methods;
• to propose a new secure communication protocol involving methods to improve the existing methods for
the Mobile IP environment;
We will briefly discuss the requirements of the mobile
IP services before developing the new secure communication techniques.
User Authentication
In general, a server must confirm the personal identity
of a user before providing service. The user login process
can determine if this user is a legal user of the system.
If the person log on is verified as a legal user, the system
offers the service. The Mobile IP user authentication protocol is different from the general user service authentication protocol. Three of identification levels are required
in mobile Internet IP; the mobile node must authenticate
with the foreign agent, the foreign agent with the home
agent and the mobile node with the home agent. Users
must be verified at all three authentication levels in order
to receive service. The mobile node identity authentication process prevents illegal users from using the replay
attack to acquire system services.
Confidentiality and Integrity

There are three goals of this study as follows.
Both of the mobile and foreign agents are communi• to discuss the characteristics and requirements for cate through wireless wave and Internet. The wireless
the Mobile IP environment;
data is easy to intercept and steal. The Internet is an
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open network. Data deliver through the Internet can be The mobile node authentication protocol is shown in Figeasily intercepted or falsified. Therefore, insuring the con- ure 3.
fidentiality and integrity of communications data are very
The proposed protocol proceeds as follows:
important in a Mobile IP environment.
• S1. Agent → M N : M1
where M1 = Advertisement, F Aid , M NCOA , NF A
Locate Anonymous
The first time the foreign agent will send an advertisement message flag with FA address F Aid , mobile
An anonymous location is important requirement in a
node’s
care of address M NCOA and random a nonce
mobile communication system. This requirement is genN
to
the mobile node.
FA
erality provided in a cell-phone system. This requirement provide mobile user with communications with other
nodes, but the correspondent nodes cannot determine the
senders’ location. This requirement was previously not
provided in Mobile IP services.
A simple and secure mobile IP user authentication and
secure communication schemes have the following requirements:
1) The current mobile IP communication architecture
must not change.
2) The mobile node hardware is simple and does not
require complicated calculations.
3) The system must not increase the number of times
that communication data must be exchange.
4) All communication data must be encrypted to insure
communication confidentiality.
5) Provide the corresponding location of anonymous
users in a Mobile IP environment.
In this research, we focused on security for mobile IP
services shown in Figure 2.

2

Our Scheme

There are three steps in our scheme: mobile node registration, mobile node authentication, and tunneling. We
introduce these steps in the following sub-sections.

2.1

Mobile Node Registration in the Mobile IP System

When a mobile node is added to the Mobile IP system, the
home agent will allocate the new mobile node a permanent
identity address (home address), secret key and a nonce.
This data is consigned to the mobile user on a secure channel. After the user registration step, the mobile user stores
a message (M NHM , SM N −HA , nonce) in privacy. The
home agent stores a message (M NHM , SM N −HA , nonce)
for each mobile node. Here, SM N −HA denotes a secret
key shared by mobile node and home agent.

2.2

Mobile Node Authentication Method
in Mobile IP System

When a mobile node wants to communicate with a correspondent node, the mobile node must be authenticated.

• S2. M N → F A: HAid, M NHM , M NCOA , NF A ,
SM N −HA < M2 > where M2 = Request, F Aid ,
HAid , M NHM , M NCOA , NHA , NM N , NF A
When the mobile user receives the agent advertisement. The mobile node will issue a registration request with the actual address M NHM , HA address
HAid , HA’s nonce NHA , FA address F Aid , mobile
user’s care of address M NCOA , FA’s nonce NF A and
random a nonce NM N , uses the secret key SM N −HA
to encrypt message with HA address HAid , mobile
user’s actual address M NHM , mobile user’s care of
address M NCOA , with the FA’s nonce NF A sent to
FA.
• S3. F A → HA: M3 where M3 = KHA {KF−1A <<
SM N −HA {M2 }, M NHM >>}, SM N −HA {M2 },
HAid , CertF A
When FA receives the message, it will validate NF A .
If the nonce is lawful, the FA will use HA’s public key
encryption message SM N −HA {M2 } and M NHM after digital signature of message SM N −HA {M2 } and
M NHM generated using FA’s private key. Finally,
the message is sent to HA with FA address HAid
and FA’s certificate. If the nonce isn’t lawful, FA
will ignore the registration message and return an
error message to the mobile node.
−1
• S4. HA → F A: M4 where M4 = KF A {KHA
<<
M5 , Ssk , NF A , M NCOA >>, M5 , Ssk , NF A ,
M NCOA }, F Aid , CertHA and M5 = Ssk {Reply,
0
Result, F Aid , HAid , M NHM , NHA
}, SM N −HA {Ssk ,
0
0
SM N −HA , NM N }

1) HA receives the authentication message. The
first time it checks if the FA’s certification
CertF A is lawful, and uses its private key and
FA’s public key to decrypt and verify the message integrity and validity. If the message integrity and validity are lawful, it will proof the
message contents, otherwise it will abort the
registration request and return an error message to FA. The follow steps are HA proof the
message method. First, the HA use the mobile
node address M NHM find the common secure
key to decrypt message M2 . Second, the HA
compares messages M1 and M2 . If the contexts
have unity, the nonce NM N is validated in the
database with the received message and the care
of address M NCOA corresponding to the mobile
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Figure 2: Research scope in this article

node is saved after the message is effective. If
HA verify the message have any error, HA will
return an error message to the FA and abort the
registration procedure.
2) If the authentication messages are lawful, the
0
HA produces a new random nonce NHA
, new
0
secure key SM N −HA (session key), temp secure key Ssk (temp key) and save in database.
HA response Reply, Result, F Aid , HAid ,
0
M NHM , NHA
use the session key encryption
0
and response Ssk , SM
N −HA , NM N use old secure key SM N −HA encryption. The HA sends
message M5 , temp key Ssk , nonce NF A and mobile node care of address M NCOA and use the
HA private key to generate the message’s digital
signature and use FA’s public key encryption to
send to FA with FA’s address F Aid and HA’s
certificate.
• S5. F A → M N : M5 where M5 = Ssk {Reply,
0
Result, F Aid , HAid , M NHM , NHA
}, SM N −HA {Ssk ,
0
0
SM N −HA , NM N }
When FA receives the message, it uses its’ private
key to decrypt the message. It then uses HA’s public key to decrypt and verify the message’s integrity
and validity with HA’s certificate. Afterward, FA
will check NF A unity with it send’s nonce NF A after
foregoing proof. If the nonce is lawful, FA uses the
temporary secure key Ssk to the decrypt message and
check the registration result. If the register result is
successful; the FA will send M5 to the corresponding mobile node. After the test and verification, the

FA will deliver the message with mobile node’s encrypted message using the common temp secure key
(temp key).
• S6. M N
When the mobile node receives the message, it uses
the secret key SM N −HA decrypt the new secure key
0
(session key) SM
N −HA and temp secure key (temp
key) Ssk with the mobile node’s nonce NM N . If the
received nonce is equal to the previously sent nonce,
the mobile user uses the temporary secure key Ssk to
decrypt the registration result. If the authentication
0
succeeds, the mobile user saves the new nonce NHA
0
and new secure key (session key) SM N −HA and the
temp secure key (temp key) Ssk . In the next communication the mobile node will use the new secure key
0
SM
N −HA communicate with HA and use the temporary secure key to communicate with the FA. Finally,
0
the mobile node uses the new nonce NHA
for next
registration authentication.
The mobile node uses the tunneling technique to receive data after the registration authentication. Our proposed method only changes the message length. The
other operation actions and the number of communications are not changed.

2.3

Security Analysis

Advertisement message include a nonce NF A , it can prevent the replay attack. The HA and FA use public key
system, and provider the non-negation requirement. The
identity authentication nonce NM N and the encrypt key
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Figure 3: The proposed registration protocol

SM N −HA between the HA and MN can only be used one
time. This protocol prevents the guess and replay attack.
The temporary secure key (temp key) can only be used
on one location after the registration procedure between
the FA and MN. This provides the data confidentiality
between the FA and MN over the air. Only the sender
or receiver can decrypt the data in our proposed method.
Deliver data are encrypt in our method, it can provider
data confidentiality and prevent TCP splicing attack.

3

Comparisons

In this new protocol, the mobile terminal computing
power and communication data security are considered.
The data is communicated in the wireless environment
between the FA and MN. Exposing wireless communication data in the air is very dangerous. We Therefore use
a temporary secure key (temp key) Ssk to encrypt the
communications data and the temporary secure key distributed by the HA. Only the FA and MN can read the
data in the wireless environment. The power usage in the
mobile node is kept to a minimum to prevent communication data leaks in the wireless environment. The FA and
HA communicate through the Internet environment. Our
proposed method uses encryption technique provides data
confidentiality and corresponding location anonymity.

3.1

Comparisons with Other Schemes

Our method endeavor only secure key systems for mobile
node. The functions analysis is shown in Table 1. The
secure key systems use a few computations and power
consumption for mobile node. It can increase the use
time of the mobile node battery.
When data deliver through Internet and wireless environment is dangerous. So, the data confidentiality is
very important. The data confidentiality is analyzed in
Table 2. Our method is provider batter confidentiality
that others methods.
The identity authentication nonce NM N and the encrypt key SM N −HA between the HA and MN can only be
used one time. This protocol prevents the guess attack.
The temporary secure key (temp key) can only be used
on one location after the registration procedure between
the FA and MN. This provides the data confidentiality
between the FA and MN over the air. Only the sender
or receiver can decrypt the data in our proposed method.
The attack prevent analysis show in Table 3. Our method
can prevent the attacks and provider data confidentiality.
Our method provide the mobile node locate anonymous. The characteristic is vary important in mobile environment, but previously research are not provider the
function in Mobile IP environment. Our encrypt session
key is random independent by HA. It can reduce incur
the old key conjecture attack. There is provide nonrepudiation between FA and HA in our method. The
cryptanalysis is show in Table 4.
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Table 1: Functions analysis

Traditional method
Jacob’s method
Suf & Lam’s method
Hor & Hsi’s method
Our method

3.2

MN-FA
None
Digital signature
Session key
None
Temp key

FA-HA
None
Digital signature
Digital signature
Digital signature
Digital signature + Public key

Advantages

MN-HA
Secure key + MAC
Digital signature + Secure key
Secure key
Session key
Session key

Table 2: Data confidentiality analysis

There are some advantages in our design framework:
1) The mobile node hardware requirements are simple:
Only a secure key is needed to encrypt the communication data between the MN and the correspondent
node. The mobile node does not use a public key
system or complex computations, so the mobile node
does not increase the overhead.

Traditional method
Jacob’s method
Suf & Lam’s method
Hor & Hsi’s method
Our method

MN-FA
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

FA-HA
No
No
No
No
Yes

MN-HA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2) Prevent replay attack:
4 Conclusions
Our method uses the nonce in each step to verify
each message. The reply message has message pairs, The user authentication is an important research in many
which prevents the replay attack.
applications. Some applications need to authenticate a
legal user before providing services. The user authentication scheme prevents an illegal user to access resources.
3) The guess and TCP splicing attack are prevented:
Our method uses the session key to encrypt all com- In this research, we have proposed the user authentication
munications data between a correspondent pair. The schemes for mobile node in Mobile IP services.
The mobile wireless technique is becoming more maencrypted communications data and encryption key
ture. Nowadays, Internet can transit over to wireless moprevents the guess and TCP splicing attack.
bility. Since, traditional Internet protocols cannot be used
with mobile systems, mobile IP follows a logical train of
4) Our method use cryptology techniques to encrypt
thought in development. Mobile IP may incur the replay
identity related data of the mobile node. The idenor TCP spicing attack during the registration process.
tity data could not be exposed in the Internet enviSufatrio and Lam proposed a minimal public key based
ronment. The correspondent node can connect with
framework to prevent the replay attack. Horng and Hsieh
the mobile node, but cannot know the mobile node
proposed a session key based framework to prevent the
location.
TCP spicing attack but the framework must be executed
using complex computations [14]. These methods are not
5) provide non-repudiation:
adequate for the Mobile IP Internet.
The FA and HA use a public-key cryptosystem. No
Mobile communications systems identify the location
common session key needs to be saved for each cor- of the anonymous correspondent. Therefore, we propose
respondent node and a digital signature is used to a new method to provide greater protection. This method
verify each data delivery. The correspondents can- uses a session key to encrypt all communications data
not repudiate one another. Only one mobile node during the communications process. The mobile node is
can have the correct authentication data. If it passes not required to make complex computation and requires
through the authentication procedure, it cannot re- only minimal hardware and software in our method. Our
pudiate the resource.
proposed method can provide secure communications in
Mobile IP environment.
Our method have the foregoing advantages, but it have
some shortcoming, too. Our method deliver data is more
than previously methods in communication process. Oth- References
erwise, the security carefully can’t equally system simplify. So when request high security grade, our method is [1] R. Atkinson, “RFC 1825- Security architecture for the
better than previously methods.
Internet protocol,” IETF RFC, pp. 1–27, Aug. 1995.
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